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to ten rules or laws or requirements found in the second separation of
the book.
RULE I: To enforce or use violent Force by the CREATOR'S fire
or water was forbidden and permission was needed in case
a War or a Time Warp.
RULE 2: That the Great Serpent(which is a time concept for Ancients) could not be used to create walls or pillars of Fire, except
when the people have returned to the_true y1orsh_ip_of the CREATOR, SPIRIT and it is possible that their worship could be
stopped and spirits of the people would become subject to the teachings of a False God.
This gives some idea of the power under the Matriarch Society that 
women who knew and practiced their Clan Rituals have. They had the power
of the Universe .
RULE 7: Identify all objects found in places such as Kivas, Sweat
Lodges, and old Long Houses, and Cliff Dwellings, and Indian Mounds plus @heir locations are to be touched by Ancient
believers only because these things belong to the CREATOR,
GREAT SPIRIT.
Look `what Antíquíst and Anthropologìst have done and are still doing.
RULE 9: Applies to members of the Patriarch Society who are identified as those who no longer know their tribe or Clan or the
Clan Rituals to the Great Serpent but still follow the Ancient and his beliefs or rituals, who are not permitted where
communication takes place with the CREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT which would mean the Sacred Circle. In short, they are not
permitted to use tribal or clan equations.
You now have an idea, what makes up an Ancient Prophet. Can you
Imagine a_civlized Prophet taking orders from a woman? __
This Ancient Prophet, through his or her spiritual walk, teachings
of Clan Rituals, times of the Great Serpent, and the Mathematocal Equations
through an established Tribal Ritual, must chose between two(2) types of Prophets, becàuse there are two ways to prophesy and
two kinds of visions
or prophecy.
THE FIRST WAY, using Rules such as found in the book wars of the Lord;
Mathematical Equations of the Great Serpent and Clan Rituals; the examples
_t_hey_are to follow are like the Birds and Animals that go South for the

